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Education is the most 

powerful weapon which you 

can use to change the world."
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An Orientation programme for the parents of Pre-school was held on 6th

May, 2023. The session was organized to apprise the new parents about our

institution and was led by Dr. Romila Soni, Associate professor NCERT

and Ms. Nanu Rekhi, Education Advisor CES. Our esteemed guests also

discussed about effective parenting during the session. The programme

strengthen the bond between parents, teachers and the students.



To create an aesthetic environment for our little munchkins of Pre-

school, a magic show was organized in the school premises during

the ADAPTATION WEEK wherein the magician performed various

tricks and illusions that made the children and teachers watch him

with attention and excitement. The magic wand, magic words, and

the interesting and distinctive style of the magician kept everybody

astounded. Borrowing things from the children and making them disappear was

another feature that impressed everyone. A bubble activity was organized for the

Pre schoolers wherein the Bubble man made bubbles around the little ones as

they had fun in popping huge big bubbles around them. It was an eye candy

observing their curiosity and happiness during this activity.

Adaptation 
Week



The teachers and staff left no stone unturned to make the ADAPTATION WEEK for
Pre-schoolers as comfortable and memorable as possible. Starting with balloon
decorations, cartoon impersonator, and numerous warm hugs by the teachers
helped these preschoolers settle down in their new environment on the very first day
of school. Various introductory fun filled activities were enjoyed by the children and
they returned home with beautiful wrist bands and a wide smile on their little faces.



The harvest festival, Baisakhi was celebrated on 13th April, 2023 with a

beautiful special assembly in the morning where children presented various

cultural programmes including Bhangra by the little ones. The performances

showcased the rich heritage of Punjab and diversity of India's culture. The

students also made Baisakhi crafts depicting harvested wheat in fields.



Gross motor activities enable children to perform everyday functions

such as walking, running ,jumping etc. It provides a comprehensive

platform for students to develop their gross motor skills. These activities

contribute to the holistic development of children and create a positive

and active learning environment by incorporating variety of activities

such as outdoor sessions and Aerobic classes.



Technology in education provides students
with access to a vast range of Information
and resources right at their fingertips. Thus,
the students are being encouraged to
explore various educational apps and
software under the guidance of their
mentor.



The Earth day was celebrated with great zeal with

various funfilled activities to promote sustainable

practices among the children. Facilitators engaged the

children in various activities along with discussion on

Environmental conservation and importance of three R's-

reduce ,reuse and recycle. Nature's prism was also

created by the tiny tots of Pre- Primary with leaves,

flowers and twigs in their hands under the supervision of

their teachers. Children expressed their excitement in

learning about how to save the mother earth at the end.



Labour Day was celebrated on 1st May,

2023 to inculcate feeling of gratitude for

the labour community. The children

expressed their love to the supporting

staff of the school by giving them self

made greeting cards and flowers. The

activity was organized for the better

understanding of the labour community

among our children who must learn to

respect and appreciate their efforts.

Interesting games like balloon race,

musical chair, skip counting game for the

supporting staff were also a part of the

programme which they enjoyed

thoroughly.



The students of Pre Primary

enjoyed an experiment with

shadows. They learned how

the shadow is formed and

were apprised of the fact that

a shadow is a dark area on a

bright surface which is caused

by something blocking a

source of light. The students,

later made different images in

front of light and enhanced

their imagination.

LIGHT & 
SHADOW



"Life doesn’t come with a manual. It comes with a mother.”

Mother's Day was celebrated with excitement and

enthusiasm in the Pre Primary Department through an event

comprising beautiful prayer in honour of all mothers

followed by a rhyme depicting the significance of mothers in

our lives. The children were also involved in a dance

performance along with a beautiful song by the tiny tots

which was immensely heart warming and adorable. The

children made beautiful paper handbags for their mothers.



The children of the class Pre- primary experienced a soulful and pure environment by

doing Pratyahara, the yoya of 5 senses. They got to know the importance and power of 5

senses by different yoga poses which was conducted in the form of a beautiful story .

They also got to know about our sight which is one of our most powerful senses.

Pratyahara can be practiced by the students simply by closing the eyes daily. Ms. Jyoti

Sharma, our Yoga mentor conducted the workshop for the students and they

wholeheartedly participated in the same and enjoyed the activity thoroughly.

PRATYAHAR





Fine motor skills are essential
for a child's development
particularly in their academic
and daily activities. Proficient
fine motor skills enable children
to perform task with precision
efficiency and control. They also
contribute to cognitive
development eye- hand
coordination and overall
academic development of the
child.





Literacy and numeracy skills are crucial for students academic and personal
development. Strong literacy skills enable students to comprehend text ,express ideas
effectively and engage critically with information. Numeracy skills are crucial for
problem solving logical reasoning and understanding quantitative data.



A 10 days Summer camp was organized in the school campus for the
students of Pre-Primary. The camp offered a galore of activities to
cater to different interest and age groups which included indoor and
outdoor activities, art and craft ,dance ,athletics, skating,
instrumental music, football and other sports .




